
Please accept this letter as my firm OBJECTION to two current requests for rezoning. The first 
rezoning request is for vegetation (9-A-20-RZ) followed by a second request for Multi-family 
Residential rezoning (11-F-20-UR), both on the same property in the Karns area on Zion Lane, off 
Ball Rd. 

It is disturbing that a facility of such such is being consider within such close proximity to my 
residential subdivision, Foxfield.  Which is located less then 0.5 miles from Zion lane. This subdivision 
includes 62 middle class homes, and is home to dozens of small children.  Zion Road is surrounded 
by several other similar subdivisions.  

Angelic Ministries detailed that their plans to run this recovery home would be that residents would 
not be allowed to leave, this would reinforced with alarms on the facility to alert the staff of 
entries/exits, however, staff have no ability, training, or intent to restrain or stop a resident. They 
stated that the residents would be free to leave if they wanted, they would be escorted by vehicle to 
their desired location unless they becomes agitated or aggressive; in that senorio resident would be 
free to walk off property. 

Angelic Ministries stated that no sex offenders or violent offenders would be located at this facility, but once 
the rezoning occurs, there is nothing stopping them from changing their own internal policy.  So as a 
concerned parent, I have to assume they might. 
 
I understand and agree that all people deserve a second chance, however it should be in appropriate 
setting. An unsecured Rehabilitation Facility should NOT be located this close to this many residential 
homes. 

Finally, approving this plan would negatively effect the community. Families would be nervous and 
unsettled to allow children to play outside and wait at bus stops. These subdivision were created to 
have a sense of security and by approving this rezoning plan we would be robbed of this. I pled you 
as a mother of two young toddlers to please reconsider this approval.  

 


